
I N T E GR AT I O N  PA R T N E R

Increase geopolitical intelligence quality and speed
RANE provides objective geopolitical intelligence, analysis and forecasting that reveals the underlying 

significance and future implications of emerging world events. Silobreaker helps you produce higher-

quality intelligence faster by bringing all the parts of the intelligence cycle together in a single SaaS 

platform; from the management of intelligence requirements to the automated collection and processing 

of structured and unstructured data, to the analysis, production and dissemination of threat intelligence. 

Combine the two, and you transform the quality and speed of threat intelligence.

A uniquely flexible platform without silos
As the lines between cyber and geopolitical risk events continue to blur, threat intelligence teams need 

visibility and context from more sources. By connecting your RANE subscription with Silobreaker’s 

unique collection of data from the open web, the deep and dark web and other finished intelligence 

sources, you get the flexibility to quickly pivot between RANE reports, country risk scores and millions 

of other sources. Silobreaker also offers you the complete flexibility to customise the presentation of 

the aggregated data set with queries, dashboards and visualisations that can be added to alerts and 

reports pushed directly from the platform.

Connect to RANE in seconds
Connecting your RANE Enterprise Geopolitical Intelligence subscription is quick and  

easy. The Silobreaker team will add your licence key in the Silobreaker SaaS platform to begin  

collecting RANE snapshots, incident reports, forecasts and qualitative risk ratings of a country’s  

overall geopolitical, political and security risk factors as they are published.

Silobreaker’s SaaS platform connects  
the entire intelligence cycle, allowing  
users to combine RANE intelligence  
with open-source content to deliver 
enhanced intelligence, gain population 
insights, and model what-if scenarios 
needed for strategic decision-making.

Reducing Geopolitical 
Risk with Enhanced 
Intelligence
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Learn more and request a demo 
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Be the first to know with Silobreaker and RANE
Get a head start on risks with the potential to impact productivity, operational resiliency and 

business continuity with Silobreaker and RANE. This unique combination of tools, data and 

intelligence will help answer the what-if questions your stakeholders pose and better inform 

strategic decision-making. Faster.

The magic of RANE geopolitical intelligence in Silobreaker

Verify and validate geopolitical 
events
RANE reports are provided in Silobreaker to save you time 

when investigating events and validating open-source reports. 

Using customisable queries, it’s easy to combine unstructured 

data from social media, local media and Telegram chats (the 

noise of the internet), with validated RANE intelligence and 

use machine learning and analytics to get precise answers and 

produce higher-quality intelligence.

Get relevance from data at scale 
Our unique In Focus view will read RANE content for you 

to provide relevance from data at scale and get more value 

from your RANE investment. Providing a quick summary 

of any RANE reports content, In Focus identifies a range of 

entities including countries, organisations, incidents, violent 

groups and more. Enabling you pivot to relate content 

or filter search results by these entities instantly to focus 

research on the most relevant content. 

Quickly assess country risks
Combine RANE risk scores with Silobreaker entity detection 

and customisable country watch lists to assess country risks 

from any source. The Silobreaker Relevance Engine will 

automatically detect and highlight country names in any 

open-source, deep and dark web or finished intelligence 

provider content. Simply hover over the country name to 

view quantitative ratings of a country’s geopolitical, political 

and security risk factors to support intelligence and increase 

analyst efficiency. 


